#StrongAndStable?
The captain of the Titanic insisted on going full steam ahead as it hit the
iceberg, despite warnings of ice and potential problems ahead.
And the latest research evidence on why the strong-and-stable vessel
sank so quickly? Internal problems which the owners lied about and kept
a secret from everyone on board.

In the Titanic's case, a fire in the coal bunkers which 12
men could not control. It burnt for up to three weeks,
fatally weakening the ship's structure.
Here and now under Tory Government...
How is Tory Britain sinking? Take your pick of:

• Collapsing NHS and social services—cuts killing 30,000 more people
per year [Source: Oxford University research / Daily Telegraph 17 Feb 2017]

• Unviable housing market bubble and unlivable rents [Guardian, 9 Feb 17]
• Disastrous Hard Brexit, making the UK the laughing stock of the world
• Spiralling homelessness [Source: Daily Mirror, 25 Jan 2017]
• Fewer firefighters—deaths in fires increasing [news.sky.com, 7 Apr 17]
• Inaction on looming climate chaos [Source: The Observer, 8 Nov 2015]
• Unfit rip-off railways [Source: Daily Mirror, 20 Feb 2016]
• Vanishing workers' rights [Source: politicalscrapbook.net, 7 Dec 2016]
• Health-and-safety protections at risk [Source: The Independent, 6 Dec 2016]
• More children going hungry [Source: National Union of Teachers survey, Apr 2017]
• Schools at breaking point [Source: 500 headteachers / The Independent, 28 Apr 17]
[Links to sources: http://bit.ly/2reh2A5]

The one thing you can be sure of in Tory Britain:
As soon as the iceberg hits, the first-class passengers will
get all the lifeboats, and the poor will be locked in.
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